IMLR News September 2019: German-language related activities
1. RÜCKBLICK
Events highlights - by IMLR Research Centres:
The Ingeborg Bachmann Centre presented a hugely varied programme, including a threeday conference on the ‘Transnational Literature of the Bodensee’, and the Research Centre
for Austrian and German Exile Studies ran a series of lectures on ‘Aspects of Exile’ as part of
the nationwide ‘Insiders/ Outsiders Festival’, which is continuing into the autumn term
https://modernlanguages.sas.ac.uk/sites/default/files/files/Centres/Insiders_Outsiders_Flye
r_May%2019.pdf.
Both the Centre for the Study of Cultural Memory and the Centre for the Study of
Contemporary Women’s Writing celebrated their tenth anniversaries. The CCM staged a
major conference on ‘Memories of the Future’ and CCWW put on a season of conferences,
author readings, and seminars. The centrepiece was the conference ‘Across Languages:
Translingualism in Contemporary Women’s Writing’
(https://crosslanguagedynamics.blogs.sas.ac.uk/2019/08/14/conference-report-acrosslanguages-translingualism-in-contemporary-womens-writing/).
This included an author-translator ‘Encounter’ event with Katja Petrowskja and Shelley
Frisch (Vielleicht Esther /Maybe Esther)
https://modernlanguagesresearch.blogs.sas.ac.uk/2019/06/20/encounters-katjapetrowskaja-and-shelley-frisch-a-meeting-of-minds/
DAAD/IMLR Writing Competition:
The task of this sixth DAAD/IMLR collaboration fitted in with the celebrations of the 200 th
birthdays of Victoria and Albert’s births. Fifty-seven competitors, of which an overwhelming
majority was in the under-18 category, took on the challenge and handed in their version of
a love letter exchange between the royal couple in the form of an old-fashioned letter, a
poem, an interview, a song or even a mini-drama. The winners were celebrated in style
with a reception at the German Embassy and a talk by Daisy Goodwin, scriptwriter for the
ITV series Victoria. A big Thank You to all who contributed to this success – the joy of
learning and expressing oneself in a foreign language that the winners of this competition
showed was palpable and contagious: they will be great ambassadors for new generations
of learners!






Publications:
Published in 2019
Andreas Kramer/Ritchie Robertson (eds.), Pacifist and Anti-Militarist Writing in German,
1889-1928. From Bertha von Suttner to Erich Maria Remarque (London and Munich:
Iudicium, 2019; series: London German Studies)
Astrid Köhler/Margit Dirscherl (eds.), Urban Microcosms, 1789-1940 (London: imlr books,
2019)
Rebecca May Johnson, Unweaving the Odyssey: Barbara Köhler’s ‘Niemands Frau’ (London:
Bithell Series of Dissertations, 2019)
Jeremy Adler, The Great Transformation: The Contribution of German-Jewish Emigrés to
British Culture (London: Miller Memorial Lectures, 2019)
A number of volumes in all series are in preparation.

2. REMINDER of OPPORTUNITIES
a. For your students:
Studentships for graduate study are available for students starting either on the MRes in
Modern Languages or a PhD:
- one studentship in German Studies (fee only);
- one fully funded PhD studentship in Exile Studies.
We are always interested in receiving recommendations for the publication of PhD theses
in the Bithell series of dissertations:
https://modernlanguages.sas.ac.uk/publications/bithell-series-dissertations

b. For academics:
Opportunities for publishing: Consider publishing your next monograph or conference
volume in one of our series:
imlr books https://modernlanguages.sas.ac.uk/publications/imlr-books; or
London German Studies (jointly with Iudicium, Munich)
https://modernlanguages.sas.ac.uk/publications/publications-institute-germanic-studies




Conference support:
We gladly host and help you organise your event in Senate House, University of London.
Opportunities of funding are available if your event includes an element of public
engagement (e.g. an author reading). Please get in touch with jane.lewin@sas.ac.uk or
godela.weiss-sussex@sas.ac.uk.
If you are looking for financial support to hosting an event at your own institution, you can
apply for an IMLR Regional Conference grant: the next competition opens in early 2020.
https://modernlanguages.sas.ac.uk/events/regional-conference-grant-scheme

3. VORSCHAU
Upcoming highlights (conferences / events, autumn term 2019)
Exploring the Transnational Neighbourhood: Integration, Community and Co-Habitation
IMLR / UCD collaboration, supported by OWRI Cross-Language Dynamics: Reshaping
Community - Translingual Strand
University College Dublin, 25-27 September 2019
https://modernlanguages.sas.ac.uk/events/event/17598
This conference explores transcultural encounters in the urban neighbourhood, bringing
together research from the Humanities and the Social Sciences. We posit that the urban
neighbourhood is a social microcosm that allows for a more nuanced discussion of
transculturality as lived practice. The urban neighbourhood is local but not provincial; it is a

fluid space in which various temporal and spatial axes intersect; it is the locus where diverse
trans/cultural practices can engender togetherness as well as differences and conflict.

Making Theatre in Exile
IMLR / [Foreign Affairs] Collaboration, supported by the Being Human Festival, the AHRCsponsored OWRI research project ‘Cross-Language Dynamics: Reshaping Communities’ and
the Miller Trust
The Hampstead Jazz Club - Duke of Hamilton Pub, 23-25 New End Road, London NW3 1JD,
14 November 2019, 6.30pm:
https://modernlanguages.sas.ac.uk/events/event/20379
and 8.30pm:
https://modernlanguages.sas.ac.uk/events/event/20454
The theatre group [Foreign Affairs] brings to life texts first performed by the Laterndl
theatre in Hampstead, established by a group of exile actors and writers from Nazi-occupied
Austria during the Second World War.
‘Making Theatre in Exile’ re-discovers the Laterndl through the work of the Research Centre
for German & Austrian Exile Studies on the Martin Miller and Hannah Norbert-Miller
Archive, deposited in 2001 at the IMLR.
6th Martin Miller and Hannah Norbert-Miller Memorial Lecture
28 November 2019, 6 pm, at Senate House
Speaker: Robert Knight (University College London)
https://modernlanguages.sas.ac.uk/events/event/20308

Encounter: Writers and Translators in Conversation
Anna Weidenholzer and Elisabeth Lauffer
22 October 2019, 6 pm, at Senate House
https://modernlanguages.sas.ac.uk/events/event/20203
For the full events calendar for the autumn term 2019, see
https://modernlanguages.sas.ac.uk/events.
I look forward to seeing you at our events!

Godela Weiss-Sussex,
IMLR
August 2019

How the Goethe-Institut London engages with the need to strengthen the learning of German in
UK schools.

The Goethe-Institut London offers financial and didactic support for digital learning and teaching of
German
-

Virtual Museum Trails with German.
Engaging students of German with STEM subjects through new virtual reality project:
in cooperation with Science Museum and Natural History museum. Students encounter
exhibits with a German connection in 3D.
Language Testing without Fear through digital games.
Improving motivation for language leaning and making language learning assessment highly
valid for transition stages.
In primary schools
Digital diagnostic learning assessment “The Language Magician” to ensure seamless
transition between primary and secondary language teaching
In secondary schools
“The German Quiz Challenge” to motivate for continuity of language learning post GCSE

The Goethe-Institut London has set up a wide range of networks which
- support the teaching of German in the primary sector
- share best practice in the secondary sector
- set up beacon schools in all nations of the United Kingdom (Schools Partners for the Future)
The Goethe-Institut London supports these networks financially, through CPD and teaching and
learning materials. The Goethe-Institut also offers language learning assessment, Goethe-Institut
exams, at all levels. These exams are recognised world wide.

The Goethe-Institut London enables young students from UK to encounter German life and culture
directly
-

range of visits to Germany arranged for Schools partner of the future
“Deutscholympiade” finalists visit Germany
“German debating competition” project in Cologne 2020
Youth mobility visits: - Work Shadowing week in small and medium sized companies in
Schwäbisch Hall
“Football Connects” Young people from London and surroundings get a second chance to
encounter careers in and around football: exchange between youth from Cologne and
London

Grants for teachers to do upskilling on language, methodology and German life and culture.

Germanic and Low Countries Report
ALCS (Association for Low Countries Studies) will hold its 2019 conference, ‘Worlding the
Low Countries’ from 6-8 November at University College London. ALCS reports that Dutch
is being removed from the University of Nottingham academic curriculum and that the final
cohort will graduate in 2020. This leaves UCL and Sheffield as the only two HEI providers in
the UK (clink on these links to learn about the exciting range of events in Dutch Studies
offered by both institutions in recent months). ALCS is working on a ‘first action plan’ with
the Dutch Language Union and is very keen to hear campaigning ideas from fellow language
associations and from colleagues in MFL.
UCML is reminded of the substantial ALCS co-authored study, itemised in my previous
report (‘The State of Dutch Studies in the UK and Ireland: A Study into the Provision of
Dutch Language and Culture Teaching in Higher Education, 2017-2018’ (June 2018). It is
still available here.
AGS (Association for German Studies in Great Britain and Ireland) will hold its annual
conference at the University of Bristol, 4-6 September 2019 (lead panel this year is on the
theme of ‘citizenship’). AGS has broadened its traditional research remit to include standing
panels at the annual conference devoted to schools outreach. This also includes the work of
the eleven Regional Networks (these grew out of the Think German campaign).
WIGS (Women in German Studies), held a very successful 30th-anniversary conference at
the University of Aston in 2018. The event always includes a postgraduate/ ECR workshop.
The 2019 conference will take place at University College, Dublin 8-9 November and its call
for papers is open until 11 May. There are a number of new postholders on the WIGS
committee, and the new Chair of WIGS is Prof Ingrid Sharp of the University of Leeds.
UCML is already apprised of the cuts to the Language programmes at the University of
Hull and the threatened staffing cuts at the University of Reading. German is, of course, just
one of the languages that will be impacted by these cuts. Germanists have taken note and
responded to media reporting in recent weeks covering the drop in language-learning at
GCSE (‘Foreign language learning is at its lowest level in UK secondary schools since the
turn of the millennium, with German and French falling the most’).1 Equally, the ‘better’
news that ‘German overtakes French as the language most sought-after by employers’2
received varying responses and was reacted to with nuanced replies. Schadenfreude is not
called for, and the community of UK Germanists is as aware as any language community or
organisation that more linguists of all languages are needed, for general societal and cultural
benefit but also to meet the very real needs of UK industry and commerce.
The Heads of German meeting, or ‘HoGmeet’ will take place this year on 20 May at the
IMLR, Senate House, London. The agenda incorporates short updates from UCML as well as
from the DAAD, the German Embassy, Goethe Institute, AGS, WIGS, and IMLR. Coconvened by myself and Prof Margaret Littler (Manchester; and Chair of AGS), the meeting
optimistically hopes to discuss any updates on matters such as REF, TEF, Augar Report...
Allyson Fiddler, UCML, Germanic and Low Countries, 14/4/2019
Branwen Jeffreys, ‘Language Learning: German and French Drop by Half in UK Schools’,
https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/education-47334374, 27 February 2019.
2
Alan Jones, ‘German Overtakes French as the Language Most Sought-After by Employers’,
https://www.independent.co.uk/news/education/education-news/top-language-skills-german-french-englishbrexit-a8861971.html, n.d.
1

Women in German Studies Report, 2018-19
WIGS celebrated its 30th birthday at Aston in November 2018, reflecting on the
importance of its past and future role in supporting women Germanists in changing
and sometimes difficult national contexts in Great Britain and Ireland. WIGS
membership is open to any woman who is currently teaching, studying, or working
in any area of German Studies, or who has done so in the past.
Outgoing members of the committee
WIGS members expressed thanks to the outgoing members of the committee, Chair
Brigid Haines, Secretary Katya Krylova and Freelance Rep Simone Schroth, who
stepped down at the end of 2018 and welcomed new committee members.
The current WIGS Committee:
Chair: Ingrid Sharp, University of Leeds
Treasurer: Sarah Pogoda, Bangor University
Secretary: Catherine Smale, King’s College London
Irish Representative: Siobhán Donovan, University College Dublin
Postgraduate Representative: Chantal Sullivan-Thompsett, University of Leeds
Freelance and Part-time Representative: Mary Frank
Early Career Researcher Representative: Cyd Sturgess
The committee plus Gillian Pye, main conference organizer and former Irish rep,
met in Dublin on 25 May, in the UCD School of Languages, Cultures and Linguistics.
Upcoming events and deadlines
•

October 1st 2019: deadline for entries to the WIGS Book and Postgraduate
Essay prizes. Both prizes include publication opportunities as well as cash
awards and entries are invited by eligible WIGS members.

•

Friday 8th and Saturday 9 November 2019: WIGS 31st Annual Conference,
University College Dublin. As well as a packed conference programme
showcasing the range of research, there will be a workshop for
postgraduates and early career researchers on Friday 8 November.

Website
Further details of the prizes, WIGS membership and the upcoming conference, and
a report from the 30 year anniversary conference in Aston, November 2018, are
available on our website: https://womeningermanstudies.wordpress.com/

1

Heads of German Meeting
IMLR, London
20th May 2019
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I.

DAAD-Lectureship and DAAD-Language Assistant
Network in UK and Ireland
Currently in UK

Currently in Ireland

28 DAAD-Lectureships

6 DAAD-Lectureships

3 DAAD-Lectureships in Politics
3 DAAD-Lectureships in Law
6 DAAD-Lectureships in History

1 DAAD-Lectureship in Law

6 DAAD-Language Assistants

2 DAAD-Language Assistants

From 2019/2020 on:

From 2019/2020 on:

no changes

6 DAAD-Lectureships + 1 new DAAD-Lectureship at
the NUI Maynooth

no changes

2020/2021: DAAD-Lectureship in Law will become a
DAAD-Lectureship in European Politics

no changes

2 DAAD-Language Assistants (University of Limerick,
Dublin City University)
1 DAAD-Language Assistant Part Time in collaboration
with the Deutschmobil Campagne at Dublin City
University

The Deutschmobil
What are the aims?
to convey a modern, young an appealing
picture of Germany
to increase the interest in German
language at Irish schools
to support schools and teachers in
teaching the language in a modern and
interactive way
to inform about training opportunities
for teachers and students at the Goethe
Institute
to inform about job opportunities in
Ireland where German language skills
are required or an asset
to inform about study opportunities in
Germany

2015/2016: 70 schools visited–
4431 students reached

Cities/Universities with “DAAD Representatives”
2019/2020
Ireland

England

Scotland

Cork

Birmingham
(x4)

Aberdeen (x2)

Dublin (x6)

Brighton

St Andrews

Galway

Bristol

Edinburgh (x2)

Limerick (x2)

Cambridge (x4)

Maynooth

Coventry
Durham (x2)
Exeter
Lancaster (x2)
Leeds
Liverpool
London (x9)
Newcastle
Oxford (x5)
Sheffield (x2)

Application for a DAAD-Language Assistant for
2020/2021
2019/2020
21 applications vs. 8 DAAD-Language Assistant posts
What to pay attention to when applying for a DAAD-Language Assistant
1) When did we apply for the last time? (3-4 year cycle)
2) Have we outlined clearly what the new DAAD-Language Assistant’s tasks will be?
-

What courses will the new person teach exactly?
Have we included (too many) drop-in classes?
What extracurricular activities will be part of the profile?
Will we be able to provide a work space (shared/desk/computer) for the new DAAD-Language Assistant?
How will we include our new colleague in the team (e.g. conferences, research projects etc.) ?
Will there be training possibilities for the new DAAD-Language Assistant?

3) Did we mention who will be a mentor for the new DAAD-Language Assistant?
- DAAD-Lecturer
- Member of long term academic staff
4) Can we offer anything else (and possibly something the other applicants do not have)? What makes us the best
place for a
DAAD-Language Assistant?

Funding possibility
I. Funding for projects: up to 900 € (∼ 780 £)
What can the money be used for?
1) Projects and events with students
2) Establishing networks with schools and partners
3) Cultural / linguistic events and projects in a German/
Germany related context
4) Promoting the German language
5) Invitation of speakers
6) Professional training of university lecturers in the
fields of methodology and didactics of German
What are the requirements?
1) Organized or co-organized by a DAAD-LektorIn,
OrtslektorIn or for smaller events also DAAD-Language
Assistant; funds are also available for departments
without the above mentioned individuals!
2) The money can be spent on travel costs, costs for
accommodation and food, awards etc.
3) The money cannot be used for publication and print
costs

Organized by the DAAD-Language Assistants at KCL and
UCL

Funding Possibility
II. Funding for writers in residence
Funds to invite writers who work with the German language to one
or more UK a/o Irish universities
What is the aim?
Give students a chance to meet writers within the context of their
course
What are the requirements?
1) Writers should be involved in teaching classes and
extracurricular activities (readings, workshops etc.)
2) Departments are responsible for contacting the author and
organizing the visit
How much is the funding?
Visit to one venue: 500 £/570 €
Visit to two venues: 750 £/850 €
Visit to three or more venues: 950 £/1,070 €

Dimitrij Kapitelman at UL, MIC, UCC, NUI Galway

Cumberland Lodge Seminars
The events are meant for…
… further training in specific subject areas for DAAD-Lecturers,
DAADLanguage Assistants and “OrtslektorInnen”
… meet and greet with German writing authors
… knowledge sharing and experience exchange
… presentation of ongoing research projects and recent results
Next DAAD events at Cumberland Lodge:
14 – 16 June 2019 – Themenseminar: ‘Vielfalt im Curriculum’
16 – 18 December 2019 - Annual Meeting
(mandatory for all DAAD-Lecturers and DAAD-Language Assistants)

Would you like to give a talk or workshop at one of the events?
We would love to see you there!

Thank you very much for your attention!
Deutscher
Akademischer
Austauschdienst
(DAAD)
Branch Office London
1 Southampton Place
London WC1A 2DA
Great Britain
Sandra Deichsel
deichsel@daad.org.uk
+44 (0)20 7831 9511

